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Member Newsletter - January 28, 2019
Reminder: This is your member newsletter which may contain EXCLUSIVE member content. Please
don't share this newsletter or the insider tips it may contain with others outside your household. We do
welcome you to share our PUBLIC content however - just use our article/guide links and any member
exclusive content will be protected.

Quick Glance at This Edition:

Snowbird Cellular Congestion
How To Deal with Overloaded Towers
High End Update: Cradlepoint & Pepwave New Products
AT&T $20/month Mobley Plan - Still Going (Now Public)
Continuing Verizon 8800L Problems
Other News:
Verizon Prepaid Promos
Visible for Android
Iridium Next
Member Q&A Webinar Schedule
Sunday - February 10, 8pm EDT
Tuesday - February 26, 8pm EDT

In the Works & Field Testing
Website Re-Design
Guides & Reviews
Current Testing Round

Greetings <<First Name>> —
The year is starting to ramp up with more and more news stories, and we're here to
keep on top of it. This newsletter will help bring you up to speed.
Planned Maintenance Down Time - Early February: Our website redesign is
nearing ready to come online - and we are SUPER excited. At present time our
development team is aiming to bring it online in early February. We'll follow back-up
with a firm date once we have it locked in. For a few hours late one evening, our
website will be offline as we implement these changes. We hope it's a quick and
expedient process (we're certainly doing everything we can in the background to
make it smooth) and we're back online the next morning.
There's a lot going on behind the scenes to get our content prepared for the new
design - and there will be even more features coming throughout the month of
February.

Impacted by the Government Shut-Down?
If your income has been impacted by the recent government shut down AND you're
coming up for renewal of your MIA membership - please be in touch.
We don't want anyone having to make a decision to let their membership lapse
because of the shut down. We'll be happy to make arrangements to keep your
membership active until things stabilize.

Snowbird Cellular Saturation

This time of year, we start to hear an
increase in reports of super slow
speeds & disconnects on cellular data
services.
The reason for this is very
often network congestion due to more
and more RVers & boaters
congregating in the few non-frozen
parts of the country.
It's the annual snowbird flock.
While you may enjoy warmer temperatures, your internet speeds start to feel like
they're frozen up.
This sudden winter influx to snowbird 'hotspots' causes the local cellular towers to
quickly get overloaded with more demand.
Some of the areas we get the most reports from are the desert southwest Quartzsite, Yuma, and Borrego Springs. And snowbird hotspots in Florida.

So what can you do if you're in a congested market, and can't get the speeds
you need?
The solutions really only include:
Rebooting your device or toggling in/out of airplane mode. This forces your
device and the towers to renegotiate the connection - potentially giving you a
less congested channel. But this is just a temporary solution, you may need to
do this often.
Try signal enhancing gear, like boosters and antennas, which can change your
signal conditions to connect to different frequency bands or towers. Directional
antennas can come in especially handy to reach further away towers.
Making sure your cellular modems are as updated as you can afford - a more
modern modem can pick up additional frequency bands, combine multiple
bands and deliver faster speeds in general.
Try switching to your back-up data plans on other carriers or plans not subject
to network management. This is a time when having a plan on a less popular
carrier like Sprint or T-Mobile might be advantageous.
Move locations to a less congested area.
Invite all your neighbors over for happy hour to get them off of Netflix (unless

they leave the video streaming to entertain the pets.)
Wait until spring when snowbirds start to spread out as the weather warms up.

For more on understanding this challenge, read our full article:
Dealing with Overloaded Cellular Towers in Winter Snowbird RV & Cruising
Destinations
Or (if you have the bandwidth, of course) watch our quick video recap:

High End Update: Cradlepoint & Peplink

Higher-end enterprise mobile routers
from Peplink and Cradlepoint have long
been appealing to RVers and boaters
with the most demanding mobile
internet needs, particularly for those
with an IT background who are not
intimidated by managing a more
complex device.
In the past couple of days, we've
become aware of two major
advancements in this class of product:
Cradlepoint is updating several of its models, including the IBR900, with
new LTE Advanced Pro modem options, enabling blistering fast peak
theoretical cellular speeds of over 1Gbps!
Pepwave's new MAX HD2 Dome pioneers placing the cellular modems
closely mated to outdoor antennas in a roof (or mast) mounted dome, while
still keeping the SIM cards indoors for easy management.
These new products are likely overkill for many nomadic households, but they do
give everyone a glimpse of what to expect in the years ahead as mobile technology
like this continues to advance and become more mainstream.

For all the details and Chris' analysis of this high end marketplace:
High End Update: Cradlepoint Goes Gigabit LTE & Peplink Pioneers Roof-Mounted
Cellular With Indoor SIM Cards

AT&T Mobley - Still Available (and now Public)
Thank you members for helping us keep the
initial news of the return of AT&T Mobley plan
exclusive for as long as we could. We hope
this allowed as many members as possible to
get a head start.
It was about 2 weeks before we started to see
public documentation of the plan in RVing
forums. So last week our team decided it was
time to publish the details of the plan.

At present time, it seems the plan is still available and stock has not run out. And
AT&T does not yet seem to be enforcing any sort of eligibility requirements to sign
up.
We do not know how much longer that will last - but if you haven't jumped on this
sweet $20/month plan, you might still have time.
Here's our full published article on the plan, along with our video (feel free to
share this now!):
AT&T $20/month Unlimited Mobley Plan – Back for a Limited Time via UConnect
Chrysler/Mopar eMail Campaign
Also, staff member Andy and several members are experimenting re-enabling
the 'No Time Out' feature. If you'd like to geek-along with them, join this MIA
forum thread:
Restoring The "No Time Out" Power Setting on the Mobley with 1.03 Firmware

Continuing Verizon 8800L Issues
The reboot and drop-out issues with latest Verizon Jetpack 8800L continue to linger
and cause frustration for many (and many report no issues at all).
Unfortunately, there has not yet been a fix.
Earlier this month, the Inseego product manager gave us this statement:

We are feverishly working on a solution to the disconnect. We understand it to
only be an issue when the connected device is in idle mode, not actively transferring
data. Have you heard differently from your community? We have lots of logs and
can reproduce the idle disconnect and hope to have a solution soon. We are
working with Verizon on our standard Software Update (SU) plan, but the submission
date to them is TBD for now. I hope to have a more concrete schedule and be able
to update you soon.
In the meantime, we have found that an easy workaround (assuming this is the same
idle mode disconnect) is to set the device to single band Wi-Fi (either 2.4GHz or
5GHz) as opposed to dual-band Wi-Fi. Let me know if you want to give that a try, or
have someone in your team try that out. Let me know if they have success.

Unfortunately, their suggested work arounds have not been successful and we are
continuing to send them feedback from our members.
At present time, we advise hesitation in purchasing an 8800L until these
issues are reported as resolved.
If you're having issues and have any new information to share, here is the forum
thread where we are tracking this:
8800L Issues Thread: Who Is Experiencing Reboots and/or Dropouts?

Other News
And in other news we're tracking, here's some additional stories published:
Verizon Prepaid Promotions
There are two prepaid Verizon promotions announced - one on their tiered
smartphone plans increasing the data cap from 8GB to 15GB for the same price.
And some Vidapay dealers can offer discounts on plans (including potentially the
unlimited Jetpack Plan.)
For what we know:
Verizon Offers Prepaid Promos - 15GB for $45 and $5 Unlimited Plan Discount

Visible Now Available for Androids
Verizon's prepaid brand Visible - which offers an unlimited smartphone plan for
$40/month with data speeds capped at 5mbps - has enabled support for some select
Android devices. Previously, it was only available for iOS.
For more details on the plan:
Verizon Based Visible $40/mo Smartphone Plan Enables Android Compatibility

Iridium Satellite Upgrade Complete
Space-X recently launched the final 10 satellites in the new Iridium constellation completing this massive upgrade to the network. The new generation of Iridium

Next satellites are more data-centric, and now that the constellation is fully upgraded
Iridium will be able to offer a whole new range of new services - which Iridium is
branding Certus.
But don't get too excited - this isn't broadband capable speeds.
For the details:
Upgrade Complete: Final Ten Iridium Next Satellites Launched!

Q&A Webinar Schedule
Get Day Of Webinar Reminders:
Update your Newsletter Subscription Preferences

Regular Second Sunday & Fourth Tuesday Q&A Webinars
Every month we host two member exclusive live and casual Q&A. These are perfect
for those in their research phase, going through our Mobile Internet University or just
have questions on refreshing their setup. We are happy to field whatever questions
you have; a device or plan you're considering, optimizing your setup or on recent
new items.
Please note: Our regular Q&As are NOT archived for viewing later - they are
designed to be casual, non-structured, non-topical and interactive.
Next Webinar Dates:

Sunday, February 10 - 8pm EST
Tuesday, February 26 - 8pm EST
Get the Broadcast Details on our Video Center

Our webinars are broadcast on Zoom Simply click the link, and you'll be prompted to

download (or open) their software for your computer, tablet or smartphone. If you
prefer to phone in, just dial 408-638-0968 and use the Meeting ID listed above.
Sessions are limited to the first 100 who join (usually not a problem).

In the Works & Field Testing
Website Re-design In the Works
The website redesign is well underway.
We're super excited by both a new look and feel, as well as some awesome new
features that hopefully make it easier for us to keep updated and organize over 1000
pages of content. We're aiming for the next phase to come online in early February.
New Guides Coming
We have some new guides in the works that will come online as they're completed hopefully in the next couple of months:
Networking 101
Understanding Cellular Frequencies
Strategies for Backups on Mobile Internet
Strategies for Minimizing Data Bandwidth Use

Ongoing testing :
Joe has completed his late 2018 testing round - and he is now focused on updating
product gear center guides to reflect his findings. For now, you can see his 'grade
card' and testing summations in this field testing lab document:
Cellular Signal Field Testing – SureCall Fusion2Go 3.0 | weBoost 4G-X OTR |
weBoost 4G-M | HiBoost OTR | MIMO Antennas (Late 2018)
For Spring 2019, we're gearing up to send him out on the road with a focus on MIMO
antenna solutions. At this point, we feel we have gathered enough data on cellular
boosters.

Newsletter Reminder: This is the newsletter that is part of your premium paid
membership with us, and is how we communicate major alerts and updates to
our members. If at any point you choose to not receive it, please make sure
you are regularly checking in on the news center and member forums for any
special alerts that might impact you.

Make sure you are getting the most out of your membership:

Review your membership benefits at any time (and your quick guide to all
we offer)
Member Discounts - Several vendors offer our members discounts on
mobile internet equipment. Check here before purchasing.
Looking for something? Be sure to browse the Resource Center from
time to time - most our in-depth content lives there.
Gear Center: Check out our product overviews of mobile internet specific
gear and plans. You can also access our in-depth reviews of gear we
have hands on time with, and leave your reviews too!
If you have questions about anything related to mobile internet, always
feel free to leave a note in the Member Q&A forums.
Again, we can't thank you enough for becoming a MIA member. It is your support of
our efforts that inspires us and gives us the ability to make it a priority to report on all
of this emerging news. May the bandwidth be with you!

- Cherie
(and the entire Mobile Internet Resource Center Staff)
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